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REPORTS OF STUDY GROUPS s

Item 10 of the Agenda (contüiued)

St\idy Group on Mental Health РгоЫешя of Automation (Document ЕВ2Д/13)

Dr KAUL, Assistant Director-General, introducing the report of the Stucfer Group on
the Mental Health Problems of Automation (document EB24/13) said, that W H O had been
watching with interest the psychological effects of technological change.

Recognizing

that the introduction of automation might lead to strain other than that normally
associated w i t b a new phase in industrialization, the Director-General had convened
a stucfy group to examine the matter。 This group had sought to define the problem and
had devoted special attention t o certain, aspects, as would be seen £rom its report.
It had laid stress on the various means of tackling difficulties developed by
individuals themselves and on the need for preparing workers for automation.

It had

suggested wsgrs of reducing the strain and had made certain recommendations on topics
for further researcho

Dr HOURIHAIIE, observing that he was unable to understand the purpose of the
Board»s discussing reports of study groups if the Director-General^ while having the
right to decide for or against their publication, did not seek the Board's advice on
that question^ expressed doubts whether the mental health problems of automation were
primarily a health matter at all e

There were many pressing claims on the O r g a n i z a t i o n ^

resources, and he would have thought that the subjects of those claims were more urgent
than that of the study under consideration.

As a medical man he had not found the

report of any great immediate interests

Professor Z K D M O V favoured the study of such matters because mental health problems
were ijtçortant now and certainly would became even more important in the future^ once
W H O had accoiïç)lished its task in the eradication of diseases.
report most instructive a

He had found the

• дл. ••
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Dr HIDE said that TMited States experts working In the field of occtpational
health considered the report, with its commonsense approach, useful in allsgring
certain fears connected with the possible effects of automation*
The CHAIRMAN submitted the following draft resolution for the consideration of
the Board:
The Executive Board
1.
NOTES the report of the Stucfcr Group on Mental Health Problems of
Automation; and

2,

THANKS the members of the Stu<ty Group for their work.

Decision:

2.

The resolution was adopted (see resolution EB24 V R18)•

U N I C E F A H O JOINT COMMITTEE ON HEAIÍTH РОЫСУ. TERMS OF REFERENCE:
of the Agenda (Resolution EB23.R11; Document EB24/16)

Item 5(a)

D r KAUL, Assistant Director-General, introduced the Director-General‘s
prelijninaiy report (document EB24/16) on the inter-secretariat negotiations concemiiig the terms of reference of the UNICEP/ШО Joint Committee on Health Policy,
At the Committee >s eleventh session in October 1958 a question had been raised about
the purpose of its meetings which had resulted in the Ccmimittee recomending that its
terns of reference be reviewed, in the first instance by the two secretariats.

The

latter had agreed to siiggest certain provisional revisions which were reproduced in
paragraph 9 of the document; these revisions would have to be submitted to the Joint
Committee later in the year and to UNICEF"s Executive Board in September,

After the

matter had been reviewed Ъу them the Director-General would report on it again.

“Д2 ***
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Professor ZHDANOV, speaking as a member of the Joint Committee, said it was
because the representatives of Ш 0 had found themselves acting as a group of experts
on specific diseases that they had been inspired to suggest that the terms of
reference should be reviewed.
o r

b s s

He regarded the suggestions in paragraph 9 as more

satisfactory and felt that if thqy were adopted the Joint Committee could

fulfil its real function.
D r

TOGBA welcomed the suggested revisions aid hoped that they would help to

remove past misunderstnadings about the purpose of the Joint Committee, and the
depression which had gatoed ground among MîO's representatives that they were only
confirming decisions already taken.
D r

^

SHAMMA, speaking as a newcomer to the Board, said there seemed to him

to be some duplication of work as between W H O and UNICEF.

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL replied that Ш 0 « 8 relations with UNICEF should be viewed
in their historical setting.

UNICEF was not a specialized agency but a fund

established by the United Nations for a limited purpose.

From the outset the two

bodies had sought to evolve a method of collaboration, and their respective functions
were now well defined.

ÜNIOEF recognized WHO'S technical competence in health

matters and WHO provided advice and staff.
f o r

UNICEF had managed to develop machineiy

voluntary contributions and had g r e a t s assisted Ш 0 by the provision

of equipment and supplies in large quantities.

Without its help WHO would c e r t a i n ^

have been in difficulties during the past ten years in carrying out some of its
health programmes.
a

s t r o n

S P

u b l l c

a

PP

UNICEF, having been created to help the children of the world, had
e a l

which was invaluable in obtaining funds.

Each organization

benefited from the other and continuing success would depend on W H O � s providing the
right technical advice.

«м A3 _
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Dr АШ SHAMMA expressed himself satisfied with the Director-General's
ejqjlanation.
The CHAIRMAN, observing that the suggestions In paragraph 9 would be presented
to the Joint Conmiittee at its next session, suggested the following draft
resolution for the consideration of the Boardî
The Executive Board
.Having considered the preliminary report of the Director-General <xi
the terms of reference of the ÜNICEP/WHO Joint Comnittee on Health Policy,
NOTES the report.
Decisiont

The resolution was adopted <see resolution Í2324.R19)»

The CHAIRMAN thanked Sir Herbert Broadley, the representative of UNICEF,
for attending the discussion.

5.

REVIEW OF BCG VACCINATION PROGRAfWES:
EB23.R16; Document EB24/5)

Item 7 of the Agenda (Resolution

1

Dr KAUL, Assistant Director-General, explained ttiat the Director-General s
preliminary report on the review of BCG vaccination progranmies (document ЕВ24/5)^
was submitted in compliance with resolution EB23.R16 and ttiat the Secretariat had
tried to interpret the wishes

of the Board by presenting as much evidence as was

available for a technical appraisal of BCG vaccination as well as by reporting
on the programme in progress.
In Part I, four studies on controlled

trials had been reviewed. The protective

effect estimated fr«n post-vaccination tuberculin sensitivity in

United States

and United. Kingdom studies were mentioned, as was the work undertaken at the WHO
Tuberculosis InBHunization Research Centre in Copenhagen.

It had been concluded from

those studies that BCG vaccination could give a considerable degree of protection

•

/�,\-
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to property selected people.

The inconveniences and risks associated with vaccination

were not considerable and vaccination should have ал inportant place in and form an
integral part of tuberculosis programmes in most countries•
Part II gave statistical data on UNICEF A/HO-ass is ted progranmes for the period
I95I-56 which had been published in the Chronicle and brought up to date to the end
of 1958. Significant figvtres would be f o m d . in the fourth, fifth and sixth
paragraphs of Part II.
A subsequent report would be presented later Ъу the Director-General.
Dr HIDE, as the Board member who had first mentioned the need .for such a report,
thanked the Director-General for his admirable analysis and presentation of the
material.

He regretted that the document had not reached all members earlier.

He

had found it illuminating on first reading but wished to have more time to study and
perhaps comment on it later.

It contained precisely the type of analysis which he

had had in mind*
Professor ZHDANOV commended the Secretariat on completing a detailed ana3ysis
earlier than requested.
The figures contained in the first table (section 1.1.1) indicated that BCG
vaccination effected a considerable reduction in incidence.

Conçjlications were not

frequent and could virtually be avoided entirely Ъу the use of standardized dried
vaccine, as was the practice in his own countiy.

The report should serve as a

convincing answer to criticisms of BGG such as those which had been vxsiced in the
Japanese medical press.

It convincingly demonstrated that the campaign had been

sound and successful.
The report also confirmed the utility of reviewing from time to time the
efficacy of MïO's programmes.

�Д5 _
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D r НОШШАЖ said he had read as much as possible of t h e report in the tiro©
available and had found it invaluable.
Keloid had been met with as a long-term complication of BOG vaccination in
&eland.

Owing t o differences of nomenclature and language, it had been difficult

to get information from certain Scandinavian sources as to the frequency w i t h which
the condition had been found to occur elsewhere, though that difficulty had eventually
been suraounted.

H e noted that the occurrence of keloid vas n o t mentioned in the

report amongst the Inconveniences and risks associated w i t h BCG vaccination.

Dr GOKDILLO-ZUIETA said that the report was extreme3y interesting but w a s
incomplete as it did not mention the с arraigns conducted In certain Latin-American
countries.

For instance, 150 000 persons had been vaccinated ±a Peru*

Nor did it

refer to the fact that BCG had been successfully used in certain areas of that
continent against leprosy.

Dr CASTILLO said that BCG had been iised in his countiy for over 25 y e a r s , and
recently more against leprosy* than, tuberculosis e
Dr LE-CUU-TRUONG welcomed the appearance of the report.

The problem of tuber-

culosis was considerable in some countries and it would serve t o clear up certain
doubts about BCG vaccination,

D r ABU SHAMMA said it would be very useful if the subsequent report dealt with
the use of BCQ in combating leprosy•

The CHAIRMAN, speaking in his personal capacity^ referring to the statement
contained in the last paragraph of section 19 20 59

observed that there were numerous

other countries in addition to Sweden and Norway where vaccination was closely

”» Дб •
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followed up, and that opponents of BCG vaccination were only too reacfer to seize upon
its hazards.

Accordingly, statistics on fatal infections should be collected from

all such countries rather than from two only, in the interests of the greatest
possible accuracy.

D r KAUL, Assistant Director-General, said that there had not been sufficient
infOTmation on the relative incidence of keloid formation to mention it in the
report, but that would be remedied in the subsequent stucfcr.
There were some indications that BCG vaccination had some value against leprosy
and tdien definite information had been received it would of oourse be transmitted to
the Board.
In герЗу to the Chairman's point, he said that there were only four known caees
of fatal infection and he did not believe there were алу others, but the subsequent
report would be brought up to date.

The CHAIRMAN said that the Secretariat should be thanked for preparing such a
comprehensive document.

Presumably the Board would wish to reserve the right to

examine the whole question again at its next session.

In the meantime, he submitted

for its consideration the following draft resolution:
The Executive Board,
Having considered the preliminary report of the Director-General cm the
review of BCG vaccination programmes,
1»

NOTES the report|

and

2.
REQUESTS the Director-General to present a further report on the evaluation
of the internationally-assisted BCG mass vaccination programmes to the twentyfifth session of the Executive Board.

Decision:

The resolution was adopted (see resolution EB24-.H20) •
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4.

SELECTION OF THE SUBJECT FOR THE TECHNICAL D E Ç U S S I O N S TO BE HELD AT THE
FOURTEENTH TORLD НЕАЕГН ASSEMBIÏ: Item 12 of the Agenda (Resolutions WHA10.33,
paragraph (3), and EB22.R6; Document ЕВ2Д/17)
1
The DIffiECTOR-GENERAL, introducing the item, said that document ЕВ2ЛД7

contained a list of the subjects chosen for previous technical discussions.
Paragraph 3 recapitulated the Board's recommendation adopted at its twenty-second
session.

If other suggestions were put forward the Secretariat would of course be

prepared to carry out the requisite preparatoiy work,
Dr ABU SHAMMA said that if it were not too late he would like to propose
"Housing and health" as the subject for technical discussions at the Fourteenth
World Health Assembly.

It was an extremely iuçortant matter in many countries where

housing was inadequate and the population was increasing.
oommittee on the subject nor ацу special WHO publication.

There had bean no езфегЬ
On the other hand, mental

health bad a3rea<ty been discussed during the World. Health Dsy, certain aspects of it
had been referred to expert comnittees, and an International Mental Health Year was
to be held during I960.
Dr CASTILLO said that housing and health was an interesting problem which
deserved great attention.

If Dr Abu Sharama's proposal were not followed, the subject

should certalnüy be discussed at a future Assembly.

Hitherto it had not been

discussed at world level and an expert committee could usefully present a report on it.

Dr METCALFE asked whether the matter had alreacfer been considered by one of the
№iited Nations bodies.

1

Reproduced as Annex 4 to Off. Rec. Wld Hlth Org. 96
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Dr SHOIB believed that the Board s recommendation at its twenty-6eoond
session was related to the holding of the Mental Health Year in i960.

He wondered

what were t!ie Director-General ' s views about Dr Abu Shamma 1 s proposal.

Dr HYDE said that a new factor had intervened since the Board's twenty-second
session in the form of the invitation by the Government of India to hold the
Fourteenth World Health Assembly in that country.

It would be fitting to

choose a topic that had special relevance to the host country, and he would have
thought that housing was a far more appropriate topic than mental health where
India was concerned.

Furthermore, he was uncertain whether it was desirable to

choose a mental health subject for the technical discussions immediately after the
Mental Health Year.

Dr TOGBA associated himself with Dr Hyde's view and suggested that mental
health programmes in public health planning could be discussed at the Fifteenth
Health Assembly.
Dr METCALFE thought that it might be premature to assume that the Fourteenth
World Health Assembly would be meeting in India.
Professor ZHDANOV suggested that the choice between the two topics might
be left to the Indian Government and the final decision postponed until the
1

Board s next session.
»

The CHAIRMAN, drawing attention to the requirement laid down in resolution
W H A 1 0 Л paragraph O ) , agreed that some account should be taken of the place of

-4?
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meeting of the Fourteenth World Health Assembly, and it seemed very probable that
the Indian Government’s invitation would be accepted.

The DIRTCTOR-GEWSRAL said, in reply to Dr Shoib, that whatever the topic chosen,
the S e c r e t a r � a t was of course ready to make any necessary preparations.
The problem of housing had come up on several occasions in the Board and the
Health Assembly and the view had sometimes been expressed that it should not figure
in WHO programmes,

Hov/ever, in resolution EB21.R15， the Board had concurred in

principle with the inclusion of housing, building and planning in the list of
broad programmes-

Housing was of course a matter of concern to a number of

United Nations bodies and in particular to the regional eeononio oonmiissions»
The Board would remember that opinion had been divided at its twenty-second
session and the topfc recommended for the technical discussions had been the
result of a compromise.

There were many other important subjects on which the

Health Assembly had recently laid stress, such as community water supplies,
cardiovascular diseases^ cancer, and education*

Dr TOGBA believed, on further consideration, that the relationship between
housing and health might prove to be a difficult subject for the technical discussions
since conditions and types of housing varied so considerably in different parts of the
Viorld,

The housing problem was complicated by the eooncanic difficulties facing many

countries; moreover, health workers were not always in a position to use their
influence in .establishing desirable conditions.
He would accordingly propose instead of the subjects before the Board that the
topic for the technical discussions should bet

"Recent advances in tuberoxilosis

ES2^.Iin/5 Ucv.l

control 1и Ше under-developed c o u n t r i e s S i n c e there was a possibility of the
Fourteenth World Health Assembly being held in New Delhi, the subject appeared
appropriate as it was of interest to the Government of India.
Dr BAIDYA remarked that a perusal of the list of subjects at earlier technical
discussions showed them to be essentially of a nature to yield tangible results and
thus of particular value to the under-developed countries^

for that reason he

1

would wholeheartedly support Dr Togba s proposal.
D r SHOIB also supported Dr Togba's suggestion but would prefer to see the
reference to the under-developed countries deleted.
Professor ETEMADIAN associated himself with that гипагк.
Dr TOGBA aooepted Dr Shoib's suggestion.
Dr ABU SHAMMA. withdrew his proposal.

However, he would urge the Organization to

devote greater attention to housing and health, either by means of an expert committee
or through publications.

Housing was extremely important in its link with the

population problem and with environmental sanitation.
The CHAIRMAN noted that the Board would have in reserve for future occasions^
without however committing itself in any way at the present Juncture, the topios of
mental health and of housing and health.
He then subnitted the following draft resolution for the consideration of the
Board:
The Executive Board,
Having considered the report of the Director-General on the question of
technical discussions at the Fourteenth World Health Assanbly; and
Taking into account resolution WHA10.53» paragraph (3), of the Tenth World
Health Assembly on technical discussions at future World Health Assemblies,
DECIDES that the subject to be discussed during the Fourteenth World Health
Assembly shall be "Recent advances in tuberculosis control".
Decision»

The resolution was adopted (see resolution EB24«R2l)•
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5,

INTERNATIONAL HEALTH AMD MEDICAL RESEARCH YEAR:
(Resolution ША12.28; Document EB24/20)

Item 13 of the Agenda

D r DaROLIE, Deputy Director-General, recalled, the terms of resolution WHA12.28
concerning the International Health and Medical Research Year and drew the
attention of nu^ibers to the Director-General« s report (document EB24/20) and the
suggested resolution in section 2.2 which the Board might wish to consider,
Dr HÏDE said that, coning after General Asambly

resolution 1283 (XIII), the

Health Assembly-1 s own resolution had caused surprise in many quarters where it was
believed that the International Health and Medical Research Year could serve to
promote the cause of world health.

He had. personally attended a conmittee in his

own countiy, representative of national organizations as well as professional and
civic interests, in w h i c h the suggested Year had met w i t h considerable enthusiasm
because of the value of focusing attention on health problems and thereby eliciting
public understanding and support.
The initial suggestion at the Board's previous session had been wholeheartecUy
supported but the Board had not given the Secretariat the type of guidance necessary
to present a programme of world-wide appeal for consideration by the Health Assembly*
The problem of the Year was one of method and of substance.

Clearly each country-

would have t o choose the most appropriate approach to suit its own conditions•
The United States delegate in the Health Assembly had, for exançle, suggested the
possibility of a series of national health assemblies culminating in regional
assemblies^ and a climactic World Congress on Public Health, to be held in conjunction
with the World Health Assembly.

That would be of value in such countries as the

United States but perhaps in certain other countries it w o u l d be of greater value
to organize exhibitions, seminars or rallies 一 somewhat of the type arranged for
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the World Health D双 in some countries - in order to educate the public concerning
health problems and the p r o g r a m e s of national health aditdn^trations aijaed at their
solution.
As for substance, his own country was p a r t i c u l a r ^ concerned about such problems
as air and water pollution, chronic disease, and the prevention of accidents:
perhaps would wish to emphasize such problems as malaria, smallpox, etc.

others

Each would,

concentrate on the matters that had special relevance to its own health p r o g r a m e .
Something could Ъе done at the regional level on the lines of the Pan American
Sanitaiy Conference that was held every four years with expanded delegations and a
technical programme.
What he had in mind would allow ful]y for flexibility and adjustment to national
needs. He hoped that fairly specific suggestions could be submitted to governments
and the regional committees so as t o obtain a more definite response.

It would

therefore be desirable if the Board could give guidance to the Director-General to
enable him to redraft the excellent report submitted to the Twelfth World Health
AssembOy so as to suggest t o governments how thqy might organize a health y e a r .
Dr TOGBA was in synpathy with the point of view expressed by the previous
speaker.

It seemed a pity that such a full exposé of the subject had not been

given to the Health Assembly by the representative of the Executive Board, as it
might have served to clarify the situation in the minds of the delegations.
Dr SHOIB was far from convinced of the Importance of holding an International
Health and Medical Research Year since the costs it would entail seemed out of all
proportion to its advantages.
of

The Organization alone would be committed to the extent

$600 000, which amount would no doubt show better results if allocated for

programmes already in operation.

National assemblies would be prohibitive in cost

and seemed altogether unrealistic.
needs;

Surely there was no country unaware of its health

the availability of f m d s was the restraining factor.
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Professor ZHDANOV, commenting on resolution WIâl2.28, drew attention to the
terms of paragraph 2 of the operative part, which stated that the Health Assembly
appreciated ГтШу the value and importance of an International Health and Medical
Research Year;

consequently, the Board was obliged to give the matter its full

consideration.

Paragraph 3 stated the reasons which made it necessary to postpone

the holding of such a Year for the present, and paragraph 4 stated that the
question would be reconsidered at the Thirteenth World Health Assembly, at which
time more concrete proposals would be submitted to it by the Board and the DirectorGeneral.

The reason for the Health Assembly deciding to postpone the matter for

the present was perhaps that sorae delegations had not been able to appreciate fully
the results an International Health and Medical Research Tear would give.
He was inclined to support the draft resolution suggested by the DirectorGeneral in document ЗВ2Л/ЗЭ but considered it somewhat incouiplete as it stood.
He therefore suggested that paragraph 2 of the operative part be redrafted as follows:
2.
REQUESTS the Director-General to submit to the .Executive Board at its
twenty-fifth session a report on the replies he has obtained and on the
suggestions he would recommend the Board to elaborate for the Thirteenth
World Health Assonbly related to the subject of an International Health and
Medical Research Tear, including its goals, programme, tdme-table and
material resources.

Dr METCALFE was not in favour generally of holding a n International Health
and iiedical Research Tear since it might attract the most heterogeneous groups and.
only lead to confusion.

Any funds the Organization had available should rather

be spent on the eradication of conmnmicable diseases.
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Naturally, the Directог-General had to take sone action following the adoption
of resolution ША12.28 and he believed that the course proposed in the draft
resolution contained in document SB2^/20 was satisfactory.

It seemed to him

important that the Director-General should malee it entirely clear to governments
that aiçr suggestions they might raake in respect of activities to be undertaken in
connexion with an International Health and. Medical Research Year would have to be
at their own expense since the Director-General did not have any funds available
for that purpose.
Dr TOGBA agreed with the financial point made by D r Shoib.

Indeed, the

accumulated funds spent on World Health Day alone might perhaps have more direct
results if devoted to disease control.

The holding of an International Health and

Medical Research Year would entail considerable additional expenditure for the
poorer countries and he had come round to the view that such funds could be better
spent elsewhere.
Dr HYDE fully supported the draft resolution.

It seemed to him that it would

also be helpful for governments and regional committees to have available to them
all the documentation on the subject, including the record of the proceedings at
the Health AssembDy and at the twenty-third, and twenty-fourth sessions of the
Executive Board,
Dr SHOIB had no objection to the draft resolution under consideration.

However,

he wondered whether the Director-General would in the short time available to him be
able to meet the requirements of paragraph 2 proposed by Professor Zhdanov, namely,
to prepare a programme on the basis of the replies which would be received, from
governments.

t

5
5
-
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D r TOGBA expressed the hope that governments, which in many cases were already
overburdened with documentation to be studied, would be required merely to reply to
a type of questionnaire rather than to furnish a detailed report on the subject•

Professor ZHDANOV believed that the question of the form of the reply requested
from g o v e r m e n t s should be left to the discretion of the Director-General.

H e was

s tire that the Director-General would submit to them all the relevant documentation
so that the interest to all governments and to the Organization itself of holding
an International HealUi and Medical Research Year would be apparent.

The purpose

of his proposal for a new paragraph 2 was in fact to ensure that governments were
aware of the advantages which could be derived from the holding of such a Year.

.The DIRSGT OR -GENERAL said that, following the present discussion, it was his
understanding that he would be required to transuiit a short letter to governments on
the matter, together with the record of the discussions in the Health Assembly and
at the twenty-third and twenty-fourth sessions of the Executive Board.

The Secretariat

would then make an analysis of the replies received and would prepare documentation
on the goals, programme， time-table and material resources relating to an International Health and Medical Research Year for submission to the Executive Board.

The DEPUTY D3RECTOR-GSNERAL suggested that the ooard, following the suggestion
made b y Dr ïfyde arid in the light of the discussion which had taken place, might wish
to expand paragraph 1 of the draft resolution as contained in document SB24/20 to
read as follows:
1.
REQUESTS the Director-General to obtain the suggestions of iiember States
and Associate Members on the question and to ask the regional committees to
discuss it at thoir next sessions and submit any cammonts or suggestions they
would wish to makej and for this purpose supply to the g o v e r m e n t s and regional
committees the necessary documentation on the debates which took place at the
Twelfth World Health \ssenbly and at the twenty-thirH nnd twenty-fourth sessions
of the .Executive Board.
Decision: The draft resolution contained in d o c m e n t EB24/20, incorporating
the amendment of Professor Zhdanov and the drafting suggested by the Deputy
Director-General, was adopted (sea resolution EB24-R22) •
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6.

ORGANIZATIONAL STUDY ON PüBLICATI(»JSí
(Resolutions EB23.R66 and WHA12.55)

Item 14 of the Agenda

The DEP0TÏ DIRECTOR-GENERAL, introducing the item, recalled that, on the
recommendation of the Executive Board, the Health Assanbly had requested the Board
to continue its organizational study on publications for a further year and to
report its conclusions to the Thirteenth World Health Assembly.
The extensive discussions which had taken place on the subject at the Twelfth,
World Health Assembly had been most valuable and the Director-General would submit
to the twenty-fifth session of the Board an analysis of the suggestions made at that
session and of his reactions to them, as well as the most recent information in
respect of publications.

The Director-General would welcome any suggestions made

between the present session of the Board and the time when he would be preparing
the documentation for the twenty-fifth session.

The CHAIRMAN said that the Board was not required to take any specific deolslon
on the item under consideration and would note the statement

made Joy -the Deputy

Director-General.

7.

DATE AND PLACE OF THE THIRTEENTH WORID HEALTH ASSEMBLY:
Agenda (Resolution WHA12.45)

Item 15 of the

Mr SIEGEL, Assistant Dire сtor-General, reoalled that the Twelfth World Health
Assembly had decided that the following Health Assembly should be held in Switzerlandt
He presumed that the Executive Board would, as was oustonary, wish to decide that
the session should be held In the Palais des Nations, Geneva.
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The date of the Thirteenth World Health Assembly would also have to be
determined by the Board.

As a result of conversations with the United Nations,

the Director-General suggested two possible opening dates:
or Tuesday, 10 May i960.

Tuesday, 3 May I960,

The Director-General recommended, the earlier date, ae

otherwise the session of the Executive Board immediately following on the Health
Assembly might clash with meetings of the International Labour Organisation.

D r TOGBA said that he personally would have preferred 10 May as the opening
,

date.

••

*

. . .

The Twelfth World Health Assembly had shown that it was possible, even

starting as late as 12 May, to finish the Assembly within the m o n t h .

If however

the Director-General thought that the date of 10 May would not leave sufficient
time for the Executive Board, he would not press his point.
In reply to a point raised by Professor ZHDANOV, Mr SIEGEL said that, on the
basis of experience so far, it would be very dangerous to assume that the work of
the Health Assembly session could be completed in two weeks instead of three.

The CHAIRMAN submitted the following draft resolution for the consideration
of the Board:
The Executive Board,
Having noted resolution WHA12.45 on the place of the Thirteenth
World Health Assembly; and
Considering the provisions of Articles U

and 15 of the Constitution,

DECIDES:
(1)
that the Thirteenth Worid Health Assembly shall be held in
the Palais des Nations, Geneva; and
(2)
that, subject to oonsultation with the Secretary-General of the
United Nations, this Assembly shall start on Tuesday, 3 May I960.

Decision:

The resolution was adopted (see resolution BB24.ÏÙ23).

8.

DATE AND PLACE OP THE TWENTY-FIFTH SESSION OP THE EXECUTIVE BOARD:
Item 16 of the Agenda
Mr SIEGEL, Assistant Director-General, said that the Director-General had

assumed that the Board would wish to meet in January i960 in the Palais des Nations,
Geneva.

He suggested that the Standing Committee on Administration and Finanoe

might wish to meet on Monday, 11 January, and the Exeoutive Board on Tuesday,
19 January.

Following a suggestion made by Dr TOGBA, Mr SIEGEL said that the Secretariat
had no objection to the Standing Committee holding its
12 January, if it preferred.

.一

The CHAIRMAN submitted tb« following.. draTtL.r©«oauti<m for- "the -consideration,
of the Board:
The Executive Board
1.
DECIDES to hold its twenty-fifth session in tbe Palais des Nations,
Geneva, commencing on Tuesday, 19 January I960; and further
2.
DECIDES that its Standing Committee on Administration and Finance
shall meet in the same place, commencing on Tuesday, 12 January i960.
Decision:

9.

The resolution was adopted

(sae resolution EB2f\«>124).

MALARIA ERADICATION SPECIAL ACCOUNT: Itera 18 of the Agenda
(Resolutions EB22.R1 and WHA12.15； Document EB2H/22 Rev.l)
Mr SIEGEL introduced the Director-General's report (document EB24/22 Rev.l)

which gave details of the.contributions received and accepted by the Chairman of
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the Executive Board since the time of the previous report submitted to the Executive
Board at its twenty-third session.

A revision had been made to the original document

(document ЕВ2Д/22) which had included a contribution in expectation of completion
of the requisite formalitiesj

however, those expectations had not been fulfilled.

He called attention to the resolution suggested in paragraph five of
document EB24/22 Rev.l, taking note of tiae report.
Decision? Tbe ^ s o l u t i o n in document EB24/22 Rev.l was adopted (see
resolution EB24.R25) .
10.

REPORT ON ALLOTMENTS ISSUED AS A T 31 MAT 1959： Item 19 of
the Agenda ( Document ЕВ24Д5)
Mr SIEGtEL, Assistant Director-Genera1, introduced the Director-General»s

report (docviment E B 2 4 / L 5 ) ) which was customarily presented to the session of the
Board iionediately following the Health Assembly.

It was the usual practice

for ttie Executive Board merely to take note of that report, unless it wished to
raise any particular question with regard to it.
Ihe CHAIRMAN submitted the following draft resolution for the consideration
of the Board：
Ihe Executive Board
NOIES the report of the Director-General on the allotments
issued vmder regular funds and the Malaria Eradication Special
Account as at 31 May 1959.
Decision:

1

The resolution was adopted (see resolution EEM.R26)»

Reproduced as Annex 5 of Off. Sec. Wld HIth Org. 96
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11.

INTENSIFIED WHO MEDICAL RESEARCH PROGRAMME; Supplementary Item 1 of
the Agenda (Resolution WHA12.17; Document EB2^/l9)
Mr SIEGEL, introducing the item, explained that the arrangement whereby the

authority of the Executive Board to aooept contributions to the Special Account
for Medical Research would be delegated to its Chairman between sessions was
similar to that existing in respect of the Malaria Eradication Special Acoount.
Should the Board agree to adopting that procedure In the present instance, a draft
resolution was suggested

for its consideration in paragraph two of document

ЕВ24Д9.

Decision: The resolution in document EB24/19 was adopted (sae roesolu-.
tirn E32^0R27)»

The meeting rose at 12,30 P»m,
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1.

REPORTS OP STUDY GROUPS i

Item 10 of the Agenda
1

Study Group on Mental Health Problems of Automation (Document EB24/ ，）

Dr KAUL, Assistant Director-General, introducing the report of the Study Group
on the Mental Health Problems of Automation (document ЕВ24/13) said that WHO had
been watching with interest the psychological effecto of technological change.
Recognizing that the introduction of automation might lead to strain other than
that normally associated with a new phase in industrialization, the Director-General
had convened a study group to examine the matter.

This group had sought to define

the problem and had devoted special attention to certain aspects, as would be seen
from its report.

It had laid stress on the various means of tackling difficulties

developed by individuals themselves and on the need for preparing workers for
automation.

It had suggested ways of reducing the etrain and had made certain

recommendations on topics for further research.

Dr HOURIHANE, observing that he was unable to understand the purpose of the
Board's discussing reports of study groups if the Director-General did not seek
its advice as to their publication, expressed doubts as to whether the mental
health problems of automation were a medical matter at all. There were many
1

pressing claims on the Organization s resources and he would have thought that
such studies could be left to other bodies.

As a doctor, he had not found the

report of any interest.

Professor ZHDANOV favoured the study of sueh matters because mental health
problems were important now and certainly would bee «мне even more important in the
future, once WHO had accomplished its task in the eradication of diseases.
found the report most instructive.

He had

Dr HYDE said that United States experts working in the field of occupational
health considered the report, with its commonsense approach, useful in allaying
certain fears connected with the possible effects of automation.
The CHAIRMAN submitted the following draft resolution for the consideration
of the Board:
The Executive Board
1.
NOTES the report of the Study Group on Mental Health Problems of
Automation； and
2.

THANKS the members of the Study Group for their Work.

Decision:

2.

The resolution was adopted.

JOINT COMMITTEE ON HEALTH POLICY UNICEF/WHOs
Terms of Reference (Resolution EB23.R11;

Item 5 of the Agenda

Document ЕВ24Д6)

Dr KAUL, Assistant Director-General, introduced the Director-General's
preliminary report (document ЕВ24Д6) on the inter-secretariat negotiations concerrdng the terms of reference of the UNICEP/VHO Joint Committee on Health Policy.
1

At the Committee s eleventh session in October 1958 a question had been raised
about the purpose of its meetings which had resulted in the Committee recommending
that its terms of reference be reviewed, in the first instance by the two secretariats.
They had agreed to suggest certain provisional revisions which were reproduced in
paragraph 9 of the document;

these revisions would have to be submitted to the

Joint Committee later in the year and to UNICEF's Executive Board in September.
After the matter had been reviewed by them the Director-General would report
on it again.
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Professor ZHDAN0V, speaking as a member of the Joint Committee, said it was
because the representatives of WHO had found themselves acting as a group of
experts on specific diseases that they had been inspired to suggest that the terms
of reference should be reviewed.

He regarded the suggestions in paragraph 9 as

more or less satisfactory and felt that if they were adopted the Joint Committee
could fulfil its real function.

Dr TOGBA welcomed the suggested revisions and hoped that they would help to
remove past misunderstandings about the purpose of the Joint Committee, and the
impression which had gained ground among WHO's respresentatives that they were
only confirming decisions already taken.

Dr ABU SHAMMA, speaking as a newcomer to the Board, said there seemed to him
to be some duplication of work as between WHO and UNICEF.
The DIRECTCR-GENERAL replied that WHO'S relations with щДСЕР should be
viewed in their historical setting.

UNICEF was not a specialized agency but a

fund established by the Ibiited Nations for a limited purpose.

From the outset

the two bodies had sought to evolve a method of collaboration and their respective
functions were now well defined.

UNICEF recognized W H O ' S technical competence

in health matters and WHO provided advice and staff.

UNICEF had managed to

develop machinery for obtaining voluntary contributions and had greatly assisted
WHO by the provision of equipment and supplies in large quantities.

Without its

help WHO would certainly have been in difficulties during the last decade in
carrying out some of its health programmes•

UNICEF, having been created to help

the children of the world, had a strong public appeal which was invaluable in obtaining
funds•

Each benefited from the other and continuing success would depend on WHO'S
3

providing the right technical advice.
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Dr ABU SHAMMA expressed himself satisfied with the Director-General's
explanation.

T h e

CHAIRMAN, observing that the suggestions in paragraph 9 would be presented

to the Joint Committee at its next session, suggested the following draft
resolution for the consideration of the Board:
The Executive Board
Having considered the preliminary report of the Director-General on
the terms of reference of the UNICEP/VHO Joint Committee on Health Policy』
NOTES the report.

Decision;

T h e

The resolution was adopted.

CHAIRMAN thanked Sir Herbert Broadley, the representative of UNICEF,

for attending the discussion.

5.

REVIEW OF BCG VACCINATION PROGRAMMES:
EB25-R16; Document EB24/5)

Item 7 of the Agenda (Resolution

Dr KAUL, Assistant Director-General, explained that the Director-General's
preliminary report on the review of BCG vaccination programmes (document EB24/5)
w a s

submitted in compliance with resolution EB23.R16 and that the Secretariat had

tried to interpret the wishes

of the Board by presenting as much evidence as was

available for a technical appraisal of BCG vaccination as well as by reporting
on the programme in progress.
In Part I, four studies on controlled

trials had been reviewed.

effect estimated from post-vaccination tuberculin sensitivity in

The protective

United States

Emd United Kingdom studies were mentioned, as was the work undertaken at the W H O
Tuberculosis Immunization Research Centre in Copenhagen.

It had been concluded from

those studies that BCG vaccination could give a considerable degree of protection

to properly selected people.

The inconveniences and risk associated with vaccination

were not considerable and vaccination should have an important place in and form an
integral part of tuberculosis programmes in roost countries.
Part II gave statistical data on UNICEP/VHO-assisted programmes for the period
1 9 5 1 - 5 6 which had been published in the Chroniole and brought up to date to the end
of 1958.

Significant figures would be found in the fourth, fifth and sixth

paragraphs of Part II.
A subsequent report would be presented later by the Director-General.
Dr HYDE, as member of the Board who had first mentioned the need for such
a report, thanked the Direotor-General for his admirable analysis and presentation
of the material.

He regretted that the document had not reached all members earlier.

He had found it illuminating on first reading but wished to have more time to study
and perhaps comment on it later.

It contained precisely the type of analysis which

he had had in mind.

Professor ZHDANQV commended the Secretariat on completing a detailed analysis
earlier than requested.
The figures contained in the first

table (page 3 ) indicated that BCG vaccination

effected a considerable reduction in incidence.

Complications were not frequent and

could virtually be avoided entirely by the use of standardized dried vaccine, as -was
the practice in his own country.

The report should serve as a convincing answer to

criticisms of BCG such as those which had been voiced in the Japanese medical press.
It ccaivincingly demonstrated that the campaign had been sound and successful.
The report also confirmed the utility of reviewing from time to time the
efficacy of WHO'S programmes.
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Dr H(5JRIHANE said that he had read as much as possible of the —report in the
time available and had found it very valuable.
Keloids had given considerable trouble in Ireland, but inquiries directed to
Scandinavian research centres had not elicited a satisfactory answer owing to
l i n g u i s

t i c misunderstandings.

He noted that the matter was not mentioned in the

report•
Dr GORDILLO-ZUIEPA said that the report was extremely interesting but was
incomplete as it did not mention the campaigns conducted in certain l a t l n - A m e r i c ^
countries.

For instance, 150 000 persons had been vaccinated in Peru.

Nor did it

refer to the fact that BCG had been successfully used in certain areas of that
continent against leprosy.
Dr CASTILLO said that BCG had been used in his country for over 25 years, and
recently more against lepirosy than tuberculosis.
Dr LE-CUÜ-TRUOÍG welcomed the appearance of the report. The problem of tuberculosis was considerable in some countries and it would 3 erve to clear up certain
doubts about BCG vaccination.
Dr АШ SHAMMA said it would be very useful if tiie subsequent report dealt with
the use of BC3 in combating leprosy.
The CHAIRMAN, speaking in his personal capacity, referring to the statement
contained in the last paragraph of section 1.2.5, observed that there were numerous
oth

e r countries in addition to Sweden and Norway where vaccination was closely followed

up, and that opponents of ^CG vaccination were only too ready to seize upon its hazards.
Aocordin;ay, statistics on fatal infections should bo collected from all such

countries rather than from two only, in the interests of the greatest possible accuracy.

Dr KAUL, Assistant Director-General, said that there had not been sufficient
information on the relative incidence of keloid formation to mention it in the
report, but that would be remedied in the subsequent study.
There were some indications that BCG vaccination had some value against
leprosy and when definite information had been received it would of course be
transmitted to the Board.
In reply to the Chainnan's point, he said that there were only four known
cases of fatal infection and he did not believe there were any others, but the
subsequent report would be brought up to date.
The CHAIRMAN said that the Secretariat should be thanked for preparing such
a comprehensive document.

Presumably the Board would wish to reserve the right

to examine the irtiole question again at its next session.

In the meantime, he

submitted for its consideration the following draft resolution î
The Executive Board,
Háving considered the preliminary report of the Director-General on
the review of BCG vaccination programmes,
1.

NOTES the report;

and

2.
REQUESTS the Director-General to present a further report on the
evaluation of the internationally assisted BCG mass vaccination programmes
to the twenty-fifth session of the Exeoutive Board.

Decisioni

The resolution was adopted.
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4.
•

SELECTION О? TIE SUBJECT FOR TEE TECIÍNICAL DISCUSSIONS TO BE HELD AT THE
FOURTEENTH WORLD HEALTH ASSEMBLY? Item 12 of the Agenda (Resolutions WHA10.53/
paragraph
and EB22.R6¿ Document ЕВ24Д7}

The IDIRECTCR-GSNERAI^ introducing the item, said that document EB24/17 contained
a list of the subjects chosen for previous technical discussions.

Paragraph 3

recapitulated the Board's recommendation adopted at its twenty-second session.

If

other suggestions were put forward the Secretariat would of course be prepared to
carry out the requisite preparatory work.
Dr ABU SHAMMA said that if it were not too late he would like to propose
"Housing and health" as the subieot for technical discussions at the Fourteenth
World Health Assembly^

It was an extremely important matter in many countries

where housing was inadeqi,-!ate and the population was increasing.
n o

There had been

expert comnittee on the subject or any special WI-IO publication.

On the other

hand, mental health had already been discussed during the World Health Day, certain
aspects of it had been referred to expert committees and an International Mental
Health Year was to be held during 1Ç60.
Dr CASTILLO said that housing and health was an interesting problem which
deserved great attention.

If Dr Abu Shamraa's proposal were not followed, the

subjeot should certainly be discussed at a future Assembly.

Hitherto it had not

been discussed at world-wide level and an expert committse could usefully present

a report en ita
Dr МНГСЛГ^Е asked whether the matter had already been considered by one of the

United Nations bodies。
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Dr SHOIB believed that the Board's recaraendation at its twenty-second
session was related to the holding of the Mental Health Year in I960.

He wondered

1

what were the Director-General*s views about Dr Abu Shamma s proposal.

Dr HÏDE said that a new factor had intervened since the Board's twenty-seoond
session in the form of the invitation by the Government of India to hold ihe
Fourteenth World Health Assembly in that country.

It would be fitting to

choose a topic that had special relevance to the host country, and he would have
thought that housing was a far more appropriate topio than mental health where
India was concerned.

Furthermore, he was uncertain whether it was desirable to

choose a mental health subject for the technical discussions immediately after the
Mental Health Year.

Dr TOGBA associated himself with Dr Hyde's view and suggested that raental
health programmes in public health planning could be discussed at the Fifteenth
Health Assembly.

Dr METCALFE thought that it might be premature to assume that the Fourteenth
World Health Assembly would be meeting in India.

Professor ZHDANOV suggested that the choice between the two topics might
be left to the Indian Government and the final decision postponed until the
Board's next session.

The CHAIRMAN, drawing attention to the requirement laid down in resolution
WHA10 Л

paragraph {J>), agreed that some account should be taken of the place of

meeting of ihe Fourteenth World Health Assembly, and it seemed very probable that
1

the Indian Government s invitation would be accepted.
The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said, in reply to Dr Shoib, that whatever the topic chosen,
the Secretariat was of course ready to make any necessary preparations.
Ihe problem of housing had come up on several occasions in the Board and the
Health Assembly and the view had sometimes been expressed that it should not figure
in WHO programmes.

However, in resolution EB21.R15, the Board had concurred in

principle with the inclusion of housing, building and planning in the list of
broad programmes.

Housing was of course a matter of concern to a number of

United Nations bodies and in particular to the regional economic commissions.
The Board would remember that opinion had been divided at its twenty-second
session and the topic recommended for the technical discussions had been the
result of a compromise.

There were many other important subjects on which the

Health Assembly had recently laid stress, such as community water supplies,
cardiovascular diseases, cancer, and education-.

Dr TOGBA believed, on further consideration, that the relationship between
housing and health might prove to be a difficult subject for the technical discussions
since conditions and types of housing varied so considerably in different parts of the
world.

The housing problem was complicated by the economic difficulties facing many

countries; moreover, health workers were not always in a position to use their
influence in establishing desirable conditions.
He would accordingly propose instead of the subjects before the Board that the
topic for the technical discussions should be:

"Recent advances in tuberculosis
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control in the under-developed countries .

n

Since there was a possibility of the

Fourteenth World Health Assembly being held in New Delhi, the subject appeared
appropriate as it was of interest to the Government of India,
Dr BAIDYA remarked that a perusal of the list of subjects at earlier technical
discussions showed them to be essentially of a nature to yield tangible results and
thus of particular value to the under-developed countries;

for that reason he

1

would wholeheartedly support Dr Togba s proposal.
1

D r SHOIB also supported D r Togba s suggestion but would prefer to see the
reference to the under-developed countries deleted.
Professor ETBMADIAN associated himself with that remark.
Dr TOGBA accepted Dr Shoib's suggestion.
Dr ABU SHAMMA. withdrew his proposal.

However, he would urge the Organization to

devote greater attention to housing and health, either by means of an expert committee
or through publications.

Housing was extremely important in its link with the

population problem and with environmental sanitation.
The CHAIRMAN noted that the Board would have in reserve for future occasions^
without however committing itself in any way at the present Juncture, the topics of
mental health and of housing and health.
He then subnitted the following draft resolution for the consideration of the
Boards
The Executive Board,
Having considered the report of the Director-General on the question of
technical discussions at the Fourteenth World Health Assembly; and
Taking into account resolution Ш А 1 0 Л paragraph (3), of the Tenth World
Health Assonbly on technical discussions at future World Health Assemblies,
DBCIDES that the subject to be discussed during the Fourteenth World Health
Assembly shall be "Recent advances in tuberculosis control"•
Decision:

The resolution was adopted.

5 í

*

тШМАТШАЪ HEALTH AND MEDICAL RESEARCH YEAR:
(Resolution WHA12.28J Document EB24/20)

Item 13 of the Agenda

Dr DOROLLE, Deputy Director-General, recalled the terms of resolution ША12.28
c o n c e r n ^ the International Health and Medical Research Tear and drew the
attention of members to the -Oirector-General's report ( d o c m e n t КВ2Д/20) and the
suggested resolution in section 2.2 which the Board might wish to consider.

Dr HYDE said that, coming after General Assembly resolution 1283 (XIII), the

Health Assembly's own resolution had caused surprise in many quarters where it was
believed that the International Health and Medical Research Year could serve to
promote the cause of world health.

He had personally attended a committee in his

own country, representative of national organisations as wsll as professional and
civic interests, 1л which the suggestion had met with considerable enthusiasm
because of the value of focusing attention on health problems and thereby eliciting
public support which might eventually even influence the financial authorities.
His initial suggestion at the Board>s previous session had been wholeheartedly
supported but perhaps he had not made himself sufficiently clear and the Board
might not have given the Secretariat the type of guidance necessary to present a
programme of world-wide appsal.

The problem was one of method and how to organize

what was essentially a national programme on an international scale,

Clearly each

country would have to choose the most appropriate approach to suit its own
conditions.

The United States delegate in the Health Assembly had, for example,

STjggested the possibility of a series of assemblies c u b u m a t i n g in regional and
world congresses.

That might suit the United States but perhaps not other
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countries where it would be preferable to organize exhibitions, seminars or rallies
somewhat of the type arranged for the World Health D a y .

Again his own cotmtiy

was particularly interested in such problems as air and. water pollution and the
prevention of accidents s

others perhaps would wish to emphasize such problems as

malaria, smallpox, e t c .

Each would concentrate on the matters that had special

relevance to its own health programme.

Something could Ъе done at the regional

level on the lines of the Pan American Sanitaiy Conference that was held eveiy four
years.
What he had in mind would allow fully for flexibility and adjustment to
national n e e d s .

He hoped that fairly specific suggestions could be submitted to

governments and the regional committees so as to obtain a more definite response.
It would therefore be desirable if the Board could give guidance to the DirectorGeneral to enable him to redraft the excellent report submitted to the last
Assembly so a s to show governments how they could organize a health y e a r .

Dr TOGBA was in sympathy with the point of view expressed b y the previous
speaker.

It seemed a pity that such a full exposé of the subject had not been

given to the Health Assembly b y the representative of the Executive Board, as it
might have served to clarify the situation in the minds of the delegations.

D r SHOIB was far from convinced of the importance of holding a n International
Health and Medical Research Year since the costs it would entail seemed out of a l l
proportion to its advantages.

The Organization alone would be coranitted to the

extent of I 600 000, which amount would no doubt show better results if allocated
for programmes already in operation.

National assemblies would be prohibitive In

cost and seemed altogether unrealistic.
its health needsj

Surely, there was no country unaware of

the availability of funds w a s the restraining factor.

Professor ZHDANOV, commenting on resolution ША12в28, drew attention to the
terms of paragraph 2 of the operative part which stated that the Health Assembly
appreciated fully the value and importance of an International Health and Medical
Research Yearj

consequentDy, the Board was obliged to give the matter its full

consideration.

Paragraph 3 stated the reasons which made it necessary to postpone

the holding of such a Year for the present, and paragraph 4 stated that the
question would be reconsidered at the Thirteenth World Health Assambly, at which
time more concrete proposals would be submitted to it by the Board and the DirectorGeneral.

The reason for the Health Assembly deciding to postpone the matter for

the present was perhaps that some delegations had not been able to appreciate fully
the results an International Health and Medical Research Year would give.
He was inclined to support the draft resolution suggested by the DirectorGeneral in document ЗВ2Л.20 but considered it somewhat incomplete as it stood.
He therefore suggested that paragraph 2 of the operative part be redrafted as follows:
2.
REQUESTS the Direct or-General to submit to the jbcecutive Board at its
twenty-fifth session a report on the replies he has obtained and on the
suggestions he would recommend the Board to elaborate for the Thirteenth
¥orld Health Assembly related to the subject of an International Health and.
Medical Research Year, including its goals, programme, time-table and
material resources.
Dr METCALFE was not in favour generally of holding an International Health
and Medical Research Year since it might attract the most heterogeneous groups and
only lead to confusion.

Any funds the Organization had available should rather

be spent on the eradication of communicable diseases,

Naturally, the Director-General had to take sone action following the adopticm
of resolution ША12.28 and he believed that the course proposed in the draft
resolution contained in document SB24.20 was satisfactoiy.

It seemed to him

important that the Director-General should make it entirely clear to governments
that any suggestions they might make in respect of activities to be undertaken in
connexion with an International Health and Medical Research Year would have to be
at their own expense since the Director-General did not have aïsy funds available
for that purpose,

Dr TOGBA agreed with the financial point made by D r Shoib.

Indeed, the

accumulated funds spent on World Health Day alone might perhaps have more direct
results if devoted to disease control.

The holding of an International Health and

Medical Research Year would entail considerable additional expenditure for the
poorer countries and he had come round to the view that such funds could be better
spent elsewhere.

Dr HÏDE fully supported the draft resolution.

It seemed to him that it would

also be helpful for governments and regional committees to have available to them
all the documentation on the subject, including the record of the proceedings at
the Health Assembly and at the twenty-third and twenty-fourth sessions of the
Executive Board,

Dr SHOIB had no objection to the draft resolution under consideration.

However

he wondered whether the Director-General would in the short tlrae available to him be
able to meet the requirements of paragraph 2 proposed by Professor Zhdanov, namely,
to prepare a programme on the basis of the replies which would be received from
governments.
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D r TOGBA expressed the hope that governments，which in many cases were already
overburdened with documentation to be studied, would be required merely to reply to
a type of questionnaire rather than to furnish a detailed report on the subject.
Professor ZHDANOV believed that the question of the form of the reply requested
from governments should be left to the discretion of the Director-General.

H e was

sure that the Director-General would submit to them all the relevant documentation
so that the interest to a U governments and to the Organization itself of holding
an International Health and Medical Research Year would be apparent.

The purpose

of his proposal for a new paragraph 2 was in fact to ensure that governments were
aware of the advantages which could be derived from the holding of such a Year.

.The D3RSCTCE-GENERAL said that, following the present discussion, it was his
understanding that he would be required to transmit a short letter to governments on
the matter, together with the record of the discussions in the Health Assembly and
at the twenty-third and twenty-fourth sessions of the Executive Board.

The Secretariat

would then make an analysis of the replies received and would prepare documentation
on the goals, programme, time-table and material resources relating to an International Health and Medical Research lear for submission to the Executive Board,

The DEPUTY DШЕСТOR-GÏÏNERAL suggested that the board, following the suggestion
made by Dr Цу-de and in the light of the discussion which had taken place，might wish
to expand paragraph 1 of the draft resolution as contained in document SB24/20 to
read as follows:
1#
REQUESTS the Director-General to obtain the suggestions of iiember States
and Associate Members on the question and to ask the regional committees to
discuss it at their next sessions and submit any comments or suggestions they
would wish to make; and for this purpose supply to the governments and regional
committees the necessary documentation on the debates which took place at the
Twelfth World Health Assembly and at the twenty-third nnd twenty-fourth sessions
of the iixecutive Board.
Decision: The draft resolution contained in docvmient SB24/20, incorporating
the amendment of Professor Zhdanov and the drafting suggested by the Deputy
V) irfiс tor -Gene ral. was ádotihed.

6.

ORGANIZATIONAL STUDY Ш PUBLICATIONS:
(Resolutions EB25.R66 and WHA12.55)

Item 14 of the Agenda

The DEPUTY DIRECTOR-GENERAL, introducing the item, recalled that, on the
recommendation of the Executive Board, the Health Assembly had requested the Board
to continue its organizational study an publications for a further yeár and to
report its conclusions to the Thirteenth World Health Assembly.
The extensive discussions which had taken place on the subject at the Twelfth
World Health Assembly had been most valuable and the Director-General would submit
to the twenty-fifth session of the Board an analysis of the suggestions made at that
session and of his reactions to them, as well as the most recent information in
respect of publications.

The Dire сtor-General would welcome any suggestions made

between the present session of the Board and the time when he would be preparing
the documentation for the twenty-fifth session.

The CHAIRMAN said that the Board was not required to take any specific decision
on the item under consideration and would note the statement

made by the Deputy

Director-General.

7.

DATE AND PLACE OF THE THIRTEENTH WORLD HEALTH ASSEMBLY�
Agenda (Resolution ША12.45)

Item 15 of the

Mr SIEGEL, Assistant Director-General, recalled that the Twelfth World Health
Assembly had decided that the following Health Assembly should be held in Switzerland.
He presumed that the Executive Board would, as was custcsnary, wish to decide that
the session should be held in the Palais des Nations, Geneva.
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The date of the Thirteenth World Health Assembly would also have to be
determined by the Board.

As a result of conversations with the United Nations,

the Director-General suggested two possible opening dates:
o r

Tuesday, 10 May I960.

Tuesday, 3 May I960,

The Director-General recommended the earlier date, as

otherwise the session of the Executive Board Immediately following on the Health
Assembly might clash with meetings of the International Labour Organisation.

Dr TOGBA said that he personally would have preferred 10 May as the opening
date.

The Twelfth World Health Assembly had shown that it was possible, even

starting as late as 12 May, to finish the Assembly within the month.

If however

the Director-General thought that the date of 10 May would not leave sufficient
time for the Executive Board, he would not press his point.
In reply to a point raised by Professor ZHDANOV, Mr SIEGEL said that, on the
basis of experience so far, it would be very dangerous to assume that the work of
the Health Assembly session could be completed in two weeks insteád of three.
The CHAIRMAN sutanitted the following draft resolution for the consideration
of the Board:

The Executive Board,
Having noted resolution WHA12.45 on the place of the Thirteenth
World Health Assembly; and
Considering the provisions of Articles 14 and 15 of the Constitution,
DECIDES:
(1)

that the Thirteenth World Health Assembly shall be helii in

the Palais des Nations, Geneva;

and

(2)
that, subject to consultation with the Secretary-General of the
United Nations, this Assembly shall start on Tuesday, 3 May 19Ь0.

Decision:

The resolution was adopted.

8.

DATE AND PLACE OF THE TWENTY-FIFTH SESSION OF THE EXECUTIVE BOARD:
Item 16 of the Agenda
Mr SIEGEL, Assistant Director-General, said that the Director-General had

assumed that the Board would wish to meet in January I960 in the Palais des Nations
Geneva.

He suggested that the Standing Committee on Administration and Finance

might wish to meet on Monday, 11 January, and the Exeoutive Board on Tuesday,
19 January.

Following a suggestion made by Dr TOGBA, Mr SIEGEL said that the Secretariat
had no objection to the Standing Committee holding its opening meeting on Tuesday,
12 January, if it preferred.
The CHAIRMAN submitted the following draft resolution for the consideration
of the Board:
The Executive Board
1.
DECIDES to hold its twenty-fifth session in the Palais des Nations,
Geneva, ccanmencing on Tuesday, 19 January I960; and further
2.
DECIDES that its Standing Committee on Administration and Finance
shall meet in the same place, commencing on Tuesday, 12 January I960.

Decision:

9,

The resolution was adopted

MALARIA ERADICATION SPECIAL ACCOUNT; Item 18 of the Agenda
(Resolutions EB22.R1 and WHA12.15； Document ИВ24/22 Rev.l)
Mr SIEGEL introduced the Director-General's report (document EB24/22 Rev.l)

which gave details of the contributions received and accepted by the Chairman of
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the Executive Board since the tlrae of the previous report submitted to the
Executive Board at its twenty-third session.

A revision had been made to the

original document (document EB24/22) which had included a contribution in
expectation of completion of the requisite formalities;

however, those

expectations had not been fulfilled.
He called attention to the resolution suggested in paragraph five of
document EB24/22 Rev.l, taking note of the report.
Decision»

10.

The resolution in document EB24/22 Rev.l was adopted.

REPORT ON ALLOTMENTS ISSUED AS AT 5 1 MAY 1959： Item 19 of
the Agenda (Document EB24/15)
1

Mr SIEGEL, Assistant Director-General, introduced the Direetor-Qeneral s
report (document ЕВ24Д5) which was customarily presented to the session of the
Board immediately following the Health Assembly.

It was the usual practice

for the Executive Board merely to take note of that report, unless It wished to
raise any particular question with regard to it.

‘‘

The CHAIRMAN submitted the following draft resolution for the consideration
of the Board:
The Executive Board
NOTES the report of the Director-General <иг the allotments
issued under regular funds and the Malaria Eradication Special
Aocount ae at J i May 1999Decision:

Tîie resolution was adopted.
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11.

INTENSIFIED WHO MEDICAL RESEARCH PROGRAMME: Supplementary Itera 1 of
the Agenda (Resolution WHA12.17； Document EB2b/19)
Mr SIEGEL, introducing the item, explained that the arrangement vrtiereby the

authority of the Executive Board to accept contributions to the Special Account
for Medical Research would be delegated to its Chairman between sessions was
similar to that existing in respect of the Malaria Eradication Special Account.
Should the Board agree to adopting that procedure in the present instance, a draft
resolution was suggested, for its consideration in paragraph two of document
EB24/I9.
Decisions

The resolution in document EB24/19 was adopted.

The meeting rose at 1 2 . p . m .

